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Denver. Colo.. .Inly 11. The body of!
Mrs. Sarah Piatt Docker, former pres-oi
.dent ot the (ionerai teueraiiou
Women's Clubs, who died in San Fran-- j
cis.-oSunday uistit. arrived in n.nver White Ribbon Convention Is
at 10:
today. The funeral parly was
Torn With Dissension The
met at ihe station by nun and women
Blind Baliot Will Be Taken
prominent, in public and private life.
The body was taken to the family
For Chairmam and Conhome. Tomorrow from 11 a. m. to
in
in
chancel
it
the
will
lie
in.
slate
p.
tinued Until Choice Is
of St. John
Kpiscopal Cathedral, ai-- j
Made-Effo- rts
Finish Work
tended by a guard of honor consisting
of Mrs. Dewey C. Bailey, president ot
Today Failed.
the Denver Women's Club, and Mrs.
Luther M. Godiiard, Mrs. James D.
iWhitmore, and Mrs. Charles Jacobson j LINOSEY DECLINES
j
former presidents of the club.
Funeral services will lie held at St.j
TO TAKE N0?.l
John's Cathedral tomorrow at 2:"0 p.;
include,
in.
Honorary
former
Governor John F. Shafroth,
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ernors Alva Adams and Charles1 (By Special
X. J., July 11. Insui- Atlantic
City,
Thomas, and Judge Tien 11. T.indsoy.
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a
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Harriet
llss
Piatt,
daughter
Cm
.
uuiun i ruiiiuinun convention nere todeceased, Mrs. isaheimmiap, Mr.
an
and
forced
adjournment of the
Mrs. Edward Buckwalter, of Spring- day
first session without transaction of
any business oilier than the passage,
of a rule to take up during the after- San Francisco.
noon, the election of a national chair- man by the convention
itself. ThU
CORTELYOU TELLS HOW
was an insurgent victory.
SLUSH FUND CAME 'NAttempts were made to go ahead
.m- with the nomination of presidential
.
iu
wvlu
imi
and vice presidential candidates but,
'
iViUSt Washington. D. C, July 11 Tho.itnp insurgents had decided that tho
republican national committee in national chairmanship should first be
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the Western

avS Federation of Miners are contemplated
Democratic Nominee
To
Talk
rn proposals to be submitted at the
He Has h'Othirsg
w
convention, which opens in
u
About Especially But
13.
Colo.,
July
Cripple Creek,
bably WlIJ beek to Make one proposal is to strike from the
the clause forbidding loWith Missourian constitution from
Peace
cal unions
making Ioiir tern:
Who Was Defeated at Balti- contracts with employers. This follows the granting of such permission
more Convention.
to the Butte local, which a few months
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year agreement
ago concluded
v.ith the Amalgamated Company.
President Charles H. Moyer will reo-nun end tlie establishment of a home
GOING TO SEA GiRT for aged and infirm miners, the ex
pense to be met by a per capita tax!
nd will; endeavor to interest the
.By Special Lensi-- Wire to New Mexican
members in a proposition to invest
Sea Gilt, X. .T., July 11. Governor surplus funds of the organization in
j
Wilson announced today that he had established mining properties.
1
A comprehensive campaign of organset aside three hours Saturday afier-liooization will be outlined in the annual
for a conference with Speaker
address of President Moyer.
Sea
to
wlio
is coming
Champ Clark,
. .
Girt to see him. Representative UnN
derwood, the governor said, probably
DAY IN CONGRESS.
would come to Sea Girt for a conferSenate.
Convened at 10 a. m.
ence next week.
Senator Thornton, Lea and
Governor Wilson said he naa set
Reed spoke on Lorimer election
with
aside no topics for discussion
case, after which Senator LoriSpeaker Clark. Word of the speakmer began his speech defending
er's coming was conveyed to the govhis right to his seat.
ernor in a telegram from Mr. Clark,
George T5. Cortelyou, former
in response to a letter of invitation
Republican National Committee
from the governor.
chairman, testified before cam"I have a letter from Mr. Undercontribution
investigating
paign
wood, also," the governor said, ''in
commit ee that $1,000,000 wes
which Mr. Underwood expresses the
BOTH
raised by Republican committee
hope that he will be able to come to
1904, Roosevelt campai 11.
Sea Girt some day next weak."
House.
Speaker Clark and Leader UnderConvened at noon.
wood both have written the governor
TO
Resumed consideration of Claythat they would be glad to consult
ton contempt bill.
with him concerning the program of
Passed Clayton hill providing
the Democrats in Congress during the
trial of persons accused for
jury
remainder of the session.
( By Siioct.il Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Federal
of
indirect
contempt
William J. Bryan, has written and
i
NOTE IS RECEIVED.
court.
telephoned the governor several times
Washington, D. C, July 11.
Resumed consideration of reso- - V
since his nomination, but no date has
lutioii in case of Judge Arch - 'S Late today the formal note to
yet been set for a meeting between V bald.
which Charge Innes referred was
them. Governor Wilson expressed the
received iy secretary kiiox
fa- committee
affairs
Military
belief that he would see Mr. Bryan
,"ennrted
Although the text was withheld
bill
to
vnrahlv
Pei.ner
"sometime during the summer." '
was said at the state depart- militia.
increase efficiency of
Checks still continue to pour into
ment
the British government ten
Democrats agreed to caucus
;,.
i
the governor's office. He said they
t.clt. tr. v
.i... ... ..11
to
late
successor
to
name
Friday
formed the most interesting feature in
.'!
the Danania canal
through
pass
JaekSergeant-at-ArniL.
.
Stokes
. ,
..c
his mail and that he was kept tolerwitnoui rne payiueiu oi ions m
son.
The
them.
acknowledging
be
busy
ably
to refund tolls collected would
contributions range from $5 to $10.
to violate the
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CECKERS BODY
ARRIVES IN DENVER.

State at St. John's
Cathedral Surrounded By Guard cf
Honor From Denver Women's Club.

It Will

Forbidding Local Unions to
Make Long Term Contracts Wit'i
Employers is to Be Eliminated and
Are ProOther Radical Changes
posed.
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Go Through This Session.

Roosevelt's presidential campaign, ac- A
committee of
to George T5. Corte'you, then vent ion leaders met and agreed upon
chairman of the committee, who tes-j,,ian 0f taking what amounts to a
I'fied today before Ihe Senate cam-- . blind ballot on the chairmanship,
i'nder this rule, which the conven- paign contributions committee.
Mr. Cortelyou testified that at. the 'lien will be asked to adopt, no nomina- fi
keginning of the campaign he had laid '.iun would be allowed but balloting
down general rules as lo contribu- would continue until one man received
was not concerned
tions
with a majority vote.
DATE detailedamicontributions
AT
The friends of National Chairman
except in rare
cases ns the campaign
progressed. Charles H. Jones of Chicago, were
One of the rules was there should be bent, on trying to offset the insurgent
no promise or pledge attached to con- movement to defeat him.
enthose powers may go to sustain a pro- to pass thi'ougii tiie canal if they
'Ihe adoption of the party platform,
Mr.
Cortelyou
tributions, he said.
test against the proposed control of gaged in coastwise trade.
drawn by the committee on resoluunconTribiit
of
one
ion
told
rejected
Then the question of free tol's to
the Panama canal by the . United
tions also was put off uniil afternoon.
der that. rule.
certain classes of American
States.
ships,
Many of the delegates are anxious to
enGreat Britain's request that the
involves the old question of the
end the convention tonight.
actment of the Panama canal adminisFactions of ihe prohibition party in
treaty. It Is believed that
A VALUABLE
RELIC.
tration bill be held in abeyance until !ti1B Hriiisli government will hold
the convention here determined upon
Mr. Innes, the British charge, can
a finish light over the chairmanship of
Ilations must be on
sni)s ()f
Deliver. Colo., July 11 A bill- - S
sent a note in behalf of his govern an equal basis.
the national committee today and planThe opinion among
let.
17
fired
chiraat
a
years
ago
ment confronts Congress and the state man
ned to settle the differences on the
American suuesilien is imu 10
has
been
vari party
extracted
1'oor of the convention
instead
of
department with an extraordinary sit- gram, free loi.s to American ships
from the 'eg of K. C. Reynolds.
uation.
it to the new national comis not a violation of the terms of the
rusting
of Las Vegas. X. Mex. by a
The request for delay has been committee.
treaty.
Denver surgeon and for the first
municated to the Senate
Insurgent leaders decided to protime
since he was lo years old,
It canto from the
canal's committee.
pose the name of W. G. Calderwood
N treaty.
uri-tNi- t
IVICINMIVIMKA
H
Mqino Intel
Reynolds was able to walk to- - N of Minneapolis, presort secretary of
summer embassy at
DESCrUElED IN TRIAL.
day without the aid of a crutch.
esterday and was sent bv Mitchell
Ambasom Page Four.)
ATTACK
(Continued
MAKE
Washington, D C, July II Great Ii:nes, ihe charge, acting for
Frank E. Wolfe Asserts Trat he First
Britain's request for a postponement sador Bnce, who is in New Zealand.
Learned
of
Darrow's
Predicament
are
of Panama canal legislation now- be- While the reasons for the request
and That
Through Job Harriman
fore Congress until a formal state not stated, there is no. doubt but that
THAT
Harriman Put Up Money for Note.
ment can be filed against the proposed the Briiish government is concerned
ship toll provisions likely is to have in tne clause 10 gram tree m&asc
n
little effect in delaying the passage of through the canal to American vessels (R.v Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Cal., July 11. Frank
trade and that relating
TO
Hi
the canal bill. Members of the Senate in ic-it"
ships. K. Wolfe testified on redirect examcanals committee today 10 the p;! age of railroad-owneconination in the bribery case of Clarence
declared there would be no "backing The Canadian railway's are deeply
down" by the Senate from its position cerned in both and it is thought that S. Harrow today that he had first
of free passage of American some of the representations will be learned of the attempt to involve Dar-roHe Declares Owners of Tribune and News Did Not Pay in favorSenator
in the alleged jury bribing through
Lodge, ranking mem- made in their behalf.
ships.
bill is now in the Senate Job ltarriman.
The latter, he said,
Enough Taxes and Said They Ought to Be in Peniten- - ber of the Senate committee on for The canalwith
prospect, of being soon bad obtained lhat information from
declared any further delay ommittee
affairs
eign
in
The
Denounced
Also
General,
Newspapers
tiary He
He declined how- - reported and will then go to confer- Assistant District Attorney Ford.
was impossible.
Defeated Rebel Officer Says He Holds No 111 Will for
Associated Press and Other Great Agencies and Declared ever, to express any final opinion on once wim tne nouse.
Ford asked the witness why he did
to
of
States
ends
the
United
United States And That All Offers of Aid From Foreign
both
at
the
of
the
to
not come
Congressmen
the District Attorney's
They Had Colored Their Reports Concerning Him- - Last grantright
legis- office and te him that Darrow had
free passage to its own ships f.a),itai fPPi that if any
Nations
Have Been Declined Warfare Will Continue
the existing treaty with Great lation is to be had, it must be at this been with the witness during the
Desperate Plea to Senate Not to Unseat Him oa Grounds under
With Field Full of Guerilla Bands Who Will Harrass
The exigencies morning Franklin was supposed
session of Congress.
to
That It Would Be Injustice Little Reference to Charges Britain.
Senator Grandegee, chairman of the which have arisen as the canal ap- have received the alleged bribe monMadero Troops.
canal's committee, will make an effort proaches completion moke legislation ey
Made Against Him.
tr have the bill brought before the necessary if a permanent organiza"It never occurred to me to go to
. . .
.
Senate as unfinished business as soon- tion is to be set up on the canal zone the District
v. ere iwo
w ire o :veW M.c.uw
oi
streets
Attorney's office with
leased
diagrams
Chicago
(By special
case has been dispos- to best
It was said that anw information," replied Wolfe. "I HIS PRIVATE
IS OILY
advantage.
UTILE
une snowed tne location ot tne i 'iii - d f ItIj0rimer
whether
Washmgton, D. u., Juiy nhowever,
is
doubtful,
lrioune Duuumg, with tne valua - ;lhe geluite can reach tne bill before members of both houses were not thought that office was well enough
tor Lorimer today began his speech cago
to much delay now.
YELLOW CABOOSE BEHIND FBEISK1
fortified with an efficient corps of deHe tion of other property at Dearborn the British statement arrives. Many agreeable
TRAIN
defending his right to his seat.
to
and Madison streets; the other showhas
tectives
Senator
and
replied
Bre.ndagee
dictagraphs."
repreBritain's
said Great
followed Senator Reed of Missouri, ed property on Madison between La Senators would be
L
H.
Russell
on
the
the
state
testified
that
con
that
legisthe
"full
department
sentatives
given
lation proposed is regarded as ex- - morning of Franklin's arrest, Harriwho has made a bitter attack upon Salle street and Fifth Avenue, com- sideration."
Mexican)
Special Leased Wlm to
General Orozco conferred
man had given the witness $."00 in (By
him and his election by the Illinois paring the assessed valuation of the
today
That not only Great Britain but all tremely urgent and the senate
Mexico, July 11. In the with his subordinates over a more
Juarez,
to
to
efthe
He
to
News
note.
has
mittee
be
corroborated
a
and
Chicago
gold
that
Daily
planned
pay
expected
report
property
legislature.
powers might
fective
same
custom
house
where
President
prosecution of the rebellion
The Senate chamber filled up slow-- ' adjoining.
protest against any discrimination in canal bill to the fu'l senate some time the testimony of Harriman and idenConfident and hopeful, he
From these diagrams Senator Lori favor of American vessels has been next week.
tified the note which is a defense ex- Taft once met former President Diaz,
believes
ly under the call for a quorum, but
that by general Guerrilla warfare
Tlmt reply has been communicated hibit.
Russell was Ilarriman's sec- and where Francisco Madero estabSenators answered to mer made his attack on the Chicago fully expected. Notwithstanding this,
the
only fifty-siThe Senate galleries newspapers which had opposed him. President Taft and Secretary Stimson, by wire to Mr. Innes, and probably retary during the pendency of the
lished his triumphal government, Pas-eu- government of Madero ultimately can
their names.
be
overthrown.
have the effect of hastening the
Senator Lorimer charged that while 'have committed themselves to the
case.
were not halt filled.
Orozco, Jr., is waving the torn
The campaign has been
bis the Tribune property was worth from assertion of the right of the United delivery of the Britisn note.
On cross examination Russell was threads of his unsuccessful
As Senator Lorimer began
military
mapped out.
traffic in the man- 0ne of ,he provisions in the bill asked many questions regarding the campaign against the Federal govern- Xine columns have gone In all direcspeech, he read from manuscript and $7,000,000 to $10,000,000 it paid taxes States to regulate
He called these i,er provided in tne pending 0111. me as it now Btands would make it in
inner workings of the McNamara de ment.
The rebel chief, while admit- tions, some to the south, to attempt
his voice was for the first few sen- only on $420,000.
his defeat in an organized move- - to cut. General Huerta's line of comtences somewhat indistinct. He de newspapers "robbers of the p.iblic strongest statement oi tne aaiiunibua- - 1)0ssjble for Canadian railway ships fense.
ting
tion's position was that made by Secre
Guernlia munication from Chihuahua City to
clared he proposed to give the Senate treasury of Chicago."
ment, made it plain that
City
He attacked Victor Lawson of the tarv Stimson in his Kansas
an insight into the character of the
warfare now being planned was calc- Torreon, and others westward toward
with'
men who, he said, had tried to ruin News, and charged that the News oc- speech November 14, last dealing
ulated to harass severaly the Mexican the Mexican Northwestern railroad,
canal as a work about to
him.
cupied school land at a rental of $1 the Panama
government, but, contemplated neither where they will attempt to check the
TO
He declared that he
friction nor alliance with any foreign Federal advance up that route from
"It is true that the Senate has the per square foot and paid no taxes be completed.
of the right
doubt
not
least
had
the
Toward the United Chihuahua, and assist in the invasion
government.
right to deny me a seat in this body," while less valuable land across the of the United States to pay tolls on
he said he entertained no ill of the State of Sonora. General Orhe began, "on the flimsiest pretext or street rented for $3.50 per foot. Mr. American vessels using the canal, j
States,
IN
I Intend to Lorimer
on no pretext at all.
will. From nations said to be friend- ozco has turned attention also to the
charged that Mr. Lawson had which would be equivalent to granting
situation in the Mormon colonies in
show- - that no vote cast for me was oetuieu uuiuwim reauciions m taxes
ly to ITIs cause, he added that he wishfvce passage,
tlt,m
ed no assistance.'
northern Mexico.
influenced by fraud."
upon his home and business property
He repeated
his
He pointed out that substantially
added that Mr. Lawson was try- - pry European government using the
"This is a revolution by Mexicans promise that foreigners and their
"Mr. President," he said in measurThis is ing to drive him out of public life. jgllez canal paid such subsidies and Temporary Chairman of State Convention Makes Straight and for Mexicans." he explained with property would not be molested.
ed tones, "this is no joke,
"If slate attorney Wayman would the
a solemn and serious question. If the
General Orozco's future movements
treatyt provided
Out Plea for Progressive Votes And Delegates Favor emphasis. "It isof true that we have
assistance from have not been announced. He
received offers
Senate decide to follow the views of treat Victor Lawson as he would treat Ithat the rules of the Suez canal were
probS
Ticket.
we have
Init
rictly Progressive
rejected ably will be in Juarez only a short
the minority of this investigation (William Lorimer if he were the trans to govern the operation of the Panama
abroad,
committee it will be a travesty on civ- giessor," he declared,
them."
"Victor Law-so- canal.
time, returning back along the Mexi
and the chief clerk in the assess.
ilized jurisprudence, a mockery on
President Taft has let it be known
Declaring the Madero government can Central toward the outposts, 1S4
n-w
to
ire
Mexican)
to
lnaod
Roosevelt
as
Special
(By
the
famous
in
the
"Lion
had circulated false stories to injure miles away, where he will receive rejustice. It will be a declaration that or's office wou'd be in the neniien- that he proposed to be guided
'
the Senate has decided to follow the tiary today for conspiracy to commit matter entirely by the will of Con - Milwaukee, Wis., July 11. WIscon- Slayer" provoked applause
the rebel cause, Orozco said: "We ports by courier from his various flyne convention adjourned until 7.0 don't
want foreign
Red flag; that it has become the ad- - fraud."
complications. ing columns.
igress. So if the legislation is pertect- sin democracy openea its noors to me.
of all parties today o'clock tonight to give the commit- - Our fight is in Mexico, alone."
Senator Lorimer launched into ajed a tlie present lines, the legisla- - Progressives
vocate of anarchy; has adopted the
The Mexican Central railroad
is
doctrine of the recall na Advocated by spirited attack upon Governor Deneen tive branch of the government will be when Hubert O. Wolfe, temporary tee an opportunity to complete their
Inconspicuously General Orozco had
in front ot
and hi3 fees in office as State's Attor-- ' bound to lend unqualified support to chairman of the state convention in work.
come to Juarez, the new rebel capital, slowly being destroyed
its
General Huerta's Federal forces. The
ai- - a keynote speech
extended to loi- 1S4
miles
south,
only candidates for public office from Enoinallas,
Senator Lorimer departed from his ney. Mr. Lorimer declared that er- the state department in wnat is expresence of General Orozco on the
invi- - who were
of
a
be
ito
Follette
an
most
La
period
of
certain
lowers
Senator
rebel
of
and
the
where
army
the outposts
thoroughly progressive
manuscript for a noment to refer to roneous statements had been sent out
and
Loud
exchange
active
to
pregnant
tation
them.
also
who
stood
for radical changes in on the Mexican Central railroad, are line of the Mexican Central is calcucheering
join
He de- - t" the world by the newspaper agen- tremely
the Chicago newspapers.
lated to draw the Mexican governcies. He referred to what he termed of notes with the great maritime pow- followed his direct appeal to the (he Wisconsin income tax obtained now stationed.
ment columns along that route toers.
Rlifi deleeates
rebfrom
attention
the
the
.much
a
In
Republicans.
little
Progressive
caboose,
in
yellow
of
news sources by "Victhe control
ers and publishers there would be
Great. Britain
ward Juarez but the rebel system of
true
that
is
it
While
to
made
tfie
Democratic
Convention
State
el
commander
t0
the
is time to come
journey
to
prison if the public prosecutors had tor Lawson, Melville E. Stone, and
destruction will probably
a position of exceptional in- - to "We say saidyou it"The
in the darkness on railroad
for
Candidates
hprP
Governor,
today.
arriving
Juarez,
been active.
The Senate gave the Frank B. Noyes, who formerly ran occupies
us."
.
he
,
Republican
Tol.
i ana
power
""j ior,t party of which you at one time were Lieutenant uoveinor, Secretary of the outskirts of the town, unknown prevent the Federals from reaching
.
Illinois senator dose attention.
the Record Herald for Mr. Lawson." ic.resi
, v
the vicinity of Juarez and the AmHe Bpoke slowly and with great emo proud, is merely an old wreck. Its State, Treasurer and Attorney General to all excepting a ew who recently
The Senate took a recess at 3:30 p. undertak
erican border for at least two months.
ng of olnt control with the
ofto
a
be
a
indorsed
were
of
handful
and
hero.
platmet him
Only
morn- United
his m. until 1 o'clock tomorrow
Finally he discarded
phasis.
States. It seems certain any glories exist in memory only. Modern torm drafted.
In the meantime, General Orozco
Orozco.
General
ficers
accompanied
conand
in
took
Senator
no
a
when
will
Americanism
in
Lorimer
finds
up
the
manuscript
place
ing,
expression
the British government
inconsiders
that his men will have into
was
to
come
Juarez
decision
His
would
Democrats
want
said
center of the aisle from which he clude ffis speech and a vote probably representation
The
they
may make will be supported by Ger- its principles nor its deeds. We
vaded
Sonora
and obtained control ot
from
his
demands
father,
could be heard on both sides of the will be taken.
The end of today's many and France and perhaps other to forget old labels, and past habits." nominate a progressive ticket with spired by
v session was brought
chamber.
about by the European powers.
Both Taft and Roosevelt were made full confidence that many of Senator Colonel Pascual Orozco, Sr., who is in the state as well as a large part of tho
Pacific coast region.
On the back walls of the chamber Senator's weakened condition.
Reference LaFollette's friends would follow it. charge of the Juarez garrison.
The matter of moment is how far the subjects of attacks.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

The Little Store Young
Mothe
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " floods.

INTER

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

Always the Leader

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

C

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

AND RETAIL

No young woman. In the 307 of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the pliysi- cal ordeal she is to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
uiuucua.
iiujvuvi d
waiuiig
prepares the expectant mother's sys
tem for the coming event, and Its us3
makes her comiortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons. Involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
in splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that she us9 Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven its value
in thousands of
cases.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

is

BLESSING

iSEUI

45

nnnTI ATI rrnrMT
rUAILAlW tCJUCHl

Iola

Dawson Cnal

sawed

Wood

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
of Building Materials.

All Kinds

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard

Phone, Red

)U

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

100

Phone, Red

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD

;
j

Health, Happiness
Easingwold Arrives at New
and Baby.
York Port jFrom Tropics
" Lydia E.
Miss.
Plattsburg,
With Many Birds and
Vegetable Compound has proved
beneficial to me, for now I am well
Beasts and Some Strange very
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and our
Yarns of Adventure That home is happy.
" I was an invalid from nervous prosSound Like Fiction Pigtration, indigestion and female troubles.
eons Stay With Ship and
Rear Young Aboard During Voy&ge.
Pink-ham-

eal

ood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

New York, July 11 The well found
steamer Easingwold made fast inside
the Erie Basin breakwater, after a
one-thir- d

Mother's
&FrieNd

-

from-sigh-

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

FIRST CLASS
Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

's

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION:
SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
AND
CUSTOMERS
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL.
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
DON'T WANT
TO
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.
OF OUR

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

blue-blac-

Phone 14.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 2Sc and 50c.
Short Orderi at AJ1 Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
french Noodle Order JOc a disn,
ew York Chop Suey BOc

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taoa at 7 p.'m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Tcami
furnished commerc al men to take In
the surrounding tOHtna. Wire E'.nbudo
Station

:

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tcur
orders are always assured pergonal at
tentlon.

You cannot get up to date printing

jnless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.

?

Leave orders

at

WATER CO.
Capital City Bank Bldg.

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

(light
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

POWER

S

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

the button and

is ready to cook

your
toasted
iron ready to use, your
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

HER

The Tailor

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

p

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

You

14

:

:

Patronize home industry.

FRANK M. JONES.

Phone

d

YOU CAN GET THE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

i

Rooms With Bath,

Phone

It.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

j

I

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

j

JULIUS

Hardware We Have

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

j

j

If Its

Why Import Mineral Water

j

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

I

PHONE 85 MAIN.

IP am

Her Dearest Hopes Realized

'

EI Toro

wn

MRS. WILKES'

IS

I

FOOD.

STOCK

ALMOST

j
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journey of 11,600 miles from a place
of that diswhich is not
tance from New York.
" I think I suffered every pain a woman
The Easingwold is from near the
western end of the unfinished Panama could before I began taking Lydia E.
canal, and therefore had to double the Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
drug
Write for free
continent of South America through think it saved thi3 baby's life, as I lost
book for expectthe Straits of Magellan, which was my first one.
ant mothers which contains much a trip of seventy-fiv- e
days. The hos"My health has been very good ever
valuable information, and many sug- pitable cabin is a museum, the log a since, and I praise your medicine to all
gestions of a helpful nature.
history of wild and curious adventure, my friends." Mrs. Verna Wilkes, R.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Ca.
the high poop a cote of tame pigeons. F. D. No. 1, Plattsburg, Miss.
The darkest days of husband and wife
On the west coast of Panama Capt.
HEIRESS FINDS HER
R. W. Robinson and his officers found are when they come to look forward to
IDEAL MAN, SHE SAYS. plenty of amusement. Sometimes they a childless and lonely old age.
made motor boat trips down to the
Many a wife has found herself incapaDemand For Perfect Mate for Girl canal, and once they organized a hunt ble of motherhood owing to some deWith the Coin Calls for Six Footer ing expeditiou with two guides, into rangement of the feminine system, often
With Curley Hair and Who Eats the mountains near Costa Rica. The curable by the proper remedies.
In many homes once childless there
Ice Cream With a Fork, or Some- skipper and his two mates were three
days in the jungle, bagging six wild are now children because of the fact
thing of the Sort.
E.
Com
hogs, ten turkeys, deer and one beast that Lydia Pinkham 's Vegetable
makes
women
normal,
pound
healthy
beto
be
that
11.
Lilla
Miss
New York, July
appeared
something
If toii want special advice 'write to
heiress to the 15 million dol- tween a rat and a beaver.
Although a fire was kept at night, Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conll-- j
lar estate left by her father, H.
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
Brandhall Gilbert, has found her ideal they got no sleep, for sand flies and dential)
be opened, read and answered by a
mosquitoes.
man and her engagement to Howard
woman and held in strict confidenceOnce the skipper crippled a wild
Price Kenshaw, son of a millionarie
in
boar
the leg. Both he and Chief CONSPIRACY IS HATCHED
manufacturer of Troy, was announcOfficer Tweedy had no time even to
TO MAKE TURKEY REPUBLIC.
ed today.
refill the magazines of their rifles, as
Miss Gilbert, who is one of the the boar
charged. Captain and officer
most beautiful and popular young swarmed up a tree.
Military Dictatorship May First Supwomen of New York society, has been
plant Present Imperial Form of GovatA shadow of a swaying branch
ernment Is Report.
wooed by many men, but none of them tracted the skipper's attention. Anothwas accepted because he did not er glance showed him it was not a
meet the specifications of a perfect shadow, but a
Vienna, July 11. A special dispatch
serpent, mottled
husband, as laid down by Miss Gilbert in color, swinging from its coil around from Constantinople says that the miliHere is the type Miss Gilbert in- ja limb above. Captain Robinson elub-- j tary conspiracy is spreading rapidly
sisted upon:
bed with his rifle and killed the snake, from Alabama throughout European
He must be six feet tall, a brunet- while Mr. Tweedy found t;me to reload Turkey. It was learned yesterday, it
is said, that officers of the Turkish
te and fond of athletics, a good rider and end the life of the boar,
From a raft alongside in the Trini-jda- army had met at Adrianople formulatand fond of animals; clean shaven,
river the workmen in a logging ing plans for a military dictatorship
with a firm jaw and ears close to
threw an looking to the transformation of Euhis head; a Republican and a money icamp sawing mahogany
aboard
the
iguana
Mr. ropean Turkey into a republic,
Easingwold.
maker.
the second officer, saw the j Turkey has been an empire sinco
He must have thick, curley hair, a Wood,
lizard coming and fled. Mr. 1299, when Othman, the first of the
straight nose, large and intelligent jlong
the throne.
Tweedy made fast a line to the big present line, ascended
eyes, but not soulful ones.
lizards tail and hitched it up to the Nominally the empire is made up of
He must like a lemon with his tea taffrail.
On the next
only Turkey in Europe and in Asia, Arabia,
and eat ice cream with a fork; dance a short piece of the tail morning
was still fast Egypt, Tripoli, Crete and several smalthe turkey trot and wear his clothes to the taffrail.
The iguana had es- ler possessions, but actually consists
like John Drew does; swear like a caped by
biting its own tail in two, only of Turkey in Europe and Asia.
gentleman and be gentlemanly even which was easy considering
the The present Sultan is Mohammed
ir. his cups.
V, who was placed on the throne April
lengthy appendage was articulated.
He must never have been really in
From Swansea, Wales, in October, '27, 1909, when Abdul Hamid was de--'
love.
1911, the Easingwold had sailed with posed by the Young Turk party, which
Mr. Renshaw is 25 years old and at- ten pigeons fantails, grounders, tum- now controls the government.
tended the Renssaelar Polytechnic In- blers and carriers. They were often
INCAPACITATED.
stitute at Troy.
He is a grandson given their liberty and flew in all di
Quite a little excitement was caused
returning to
of the late Commodore Cicero Price rections far
and a nephew of Mrs. Lilly Hammers-ley- , the ship tired and hungry. Hawks last Saturday afternoon by putting
i.nd vultures frequently attacked them. off at. our station from train No. 33,
who afterwards became the DutThere was a smart
young a well dressed
stranger decidedly
chess of Mariborough.
tumbler, which was flying high over under the influence of liquor.
The
the Trinidad river. A hawk pounced unfortunate fellow was left beside
PRISONER FLOODED HIS
Mr.
upon
Tumbler and bit out a large the track, being unable to walk, until
CELL WITH GAS. piece from his breast.
Instinctively such a time as he might become able
the tumbler pigeon dropped and rolled to
although different memHis Cellmate Did Not Want to Suicide over and over
in the air, thus escap- bersnavigate
of train crews stopped to inand Finally Attracted Attention of
from
hawk.
the
ing
vestigate his condition. However, he
the Jailer.
The captain dresspd its wounds and
injury, apparently, except
escaped
a
in color now marks the from the
exposure, for the next mornYonkers, N. Y., July 11. Locked in only change
was
breast
the wound,
where
a cell and unable to call for help, plump
ing no trace of him was to be found.
while the prisoner in the next cell Sad to relate, the proud tumbler has
Carrizozo Outlook.
was attempting to commit suicide by committed himself lo that course so
adopted among pigeons. He has
opening the gas jet and flooding both rarely
become a Mormon. Although he had
STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
cells, was th experience of Joseph
one mate, he robbed his own
Dragon, the boxer, who is being held already
One of Mr.
for the death of George Newson, after brother of his mate.
A clear white liquid for cleansing
Tumbler's wives has a family of
a boxing match here last Friday
night. squabs, while the other is now sitting. purifying and healing skin and scalp
Dragon is a deaf mute.
Another bright pigeon is named Leg-- I diseases.
The other prisoner was Daniel LoStops itching or burning instantly;
because it wears feather trous
gan, arrested for disorderly conduct. gins,
cures eczema permanent.
ers.
Dragon picked up his cot and smashed
A few days after using the Liquid
In the Southern Atlantic Captain
it against the door.
That brought
the disease begins to disappear.
Robinson
hung out astern four lengths
the turnkey, who rescued both men.
$1. Sold in Santa Fe by FiBcb- cf thread, each with a tiny spindle at- !er Price Co. and Zook's
Pharmacy.
Drug
tached to the end. Two black and
THE DIFFERENCE .
The difference between a Progres- white cape pigeons, flying athwartwise
between
sive Republican and a Progressive the threads, were caught
Democrat seem5 to be mostly in the their long feathers and hauled aboard. NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
name.
The alignment in the coming jThe "old man" gave them their liberty,
EXPRESS LINE.
presidential contest will unquestion- In cigar box traps, with the lids propwith
Mr.
up
be
matches,
Tweedy
ably
along progressive
and con- ped
Red 161.
black
servative lines respectively.
Politi- caught four gray doves, with
around
their necks, and white Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
cal prejudice is losing its hold on the rings
The people
thinking masses.
are breasts. He let thfm have their lib-- I
going to obtain righteous government erty.
On board the ship, rescued from the
as they individually
become rich
mahogany timbers, are grasshoppers
thinking. Aztec Index.
six inches long; sawbettles, two inch
es long and an inch thick, which will
NO REASON FOR IT.
saw their way through a mahogany
When Santa Fe Citizens Show th bole, four or five feet thick, in no
time.
Way.
On board the Easingwold are also
There can be no Just reason why stuffed pearl sharks, regulation sharks,
any reader of this will continue to with the sucker sharks that make fast
Ruffer the tortures of an aching back, tc them for their dead-heatransporthe annoyance of urinary disorders, tation, sea hedgehogs,
alligator eggs,
the dangers of serious kidney ills pigeon eggs, live paroquets and a
when relief is so near at hand and
stuffed alligator, which Mr.
eh most positive proof given that Tweedy took from Its mother's nest in
these ills can be cured. Read what the Trinidad river.
a Santa Fe citizen says:
Able Seaman Bill Owens owes his
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., life to the sure aim and markman-shiSanta Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and
of the chief officer. The officers
a half years ago I gave a statement shot crocodiles in the Trinidad
just
for publication regarding my experi- for sport Sailor Bill was In swimence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today ming. A crocodile thased him. The
I am stronger in my praise of this seaman yelled and e'nck out for the
I suffered greatly ship. Mr. Tweedy teued his rifle and
remedy than ever.
from disordered kidneys, the pains let the crocodile have the bullet right
in my back being so acute that I had between the eyes. The body of the
to stop work and sit down.
The dead reptile sank and Bill was hauled
trouble steadily grew worse and I aboard on a bowline.
Thirty years' of experience in
rarely knew what it was to be free
tailoring in seme of the largest
from an ache or pain.
Soon after
WHAT IS IT?
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills,
cities in Europe and America.
my pains and aches disappeared and
F(H'I):
Yesterday on the picnic
my back became strong."
grounds at Nogal, a bright pink (very
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 loud) elastic, with metal clasp. The 101 Washington Avenue.
centsi
Co., Buffalo. trinket is too large for a sleeve holder
New York, sole agents for the United and too small for a belt. Should the
Phone Black 223.
States.
claimant be of the tender sex, it will
Remember the same Doan's and be surrendered without questions.
Goods Called for and Delivered.
take no other.
Carrizozo News.

stores.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hill III H L SHIP
(Minim

v

M.

Fosten-Milbiir-

n

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.trouble

Motorcycle without a doubt with
left at the factory.

J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Dcors
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
UPHOLSTERING.

104 Galisteo
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH BROS.,Agts.,

Telephone

Santa Fe.

157 W.

::

Street
SANTA FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new when you can get them already printState form, tor sale by the NTf ed at the New Mexican Printing
All legal blanks

prepared according

Mexican Printing; Company.

Company.

HIE
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SANTA FE NEW 1IEXICAX, SAXTA FE.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

HEW

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

'J

.

y ;?

4

)

f

1

"ff'-- '

9

:3

New Mexico

G. W. PRiCHARD,
Attorney and Counaella.- at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel end Mora Countiei
-

HARRY

-

D.

-

New Mexico.

MOULTON,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
Attorney
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
McKEAN & oriEETHAM,
Attoneys-at-Law- .
Practice in all the Courts and B
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos, H. L. ORTIZ,

and

Counsellor-at-Lavw-

....

.

Practicing before all the Courts
the State.
Santa Fe,

in

Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement :n 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W.

--

UME

BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red H.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
t

STANDLEY

G.

SMALL,

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
2 to

4

Good
Meals

!r

at Camp Comfort

The boys at Camp Comfort are using
the same stove that they had last
year.
It was the best they could
get. It was a

si-'- t '"M' ijjt

Oil

J"

"t

Cook-stov- e

xSI

This year they got a New Perfection Oven
Also a New Perfection Toaster
Also a New Perfection Broilsr
" Gee,
whjit a difference in the meals a good
stove makes," said one of the boys.
1
hey will tell their mothers and wives about
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
Cook-stov- e
is as convenient for the home as for
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
well as a regular coal
range.

CONTINENTAL

The New Perfection
Stove is handsomely

finished in nickel, wi;h
cabinet top, drop she! yes,
towel lacks, etc. Made
with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
Free Cook-Boo- k
with
every stove. Cook-Boo- k
filso given to
anyone
sending 5 cents to cover
cost.
mailing

mm

OIL CO.

m

Phone Black 47.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Biack
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P.
1

M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN

and

Mrs. Elizabeth
the
F.dgewater, N. J., swam across
EVER
Hudson yesterday from Edgewater to
the Washington Bathing Club. When
she and her ls-- ear-oldaughter,
Kitty, who accompanied her, had comUP
mile swim in forty-fivpleted their 4
minutes, she was forcibly restrained lrom trying to make the
trip. Every one of Mrs. Berlo's
It Will Be Wonder of World nine boys and om girl has won cups
She herself
swimming carnivals.
Until Some one Comes at
has saved three lives.
WIDOW" MARRIED
Along in A Few Months THE "COLLEGE
Dorothy Tennant, creator of "The
and Builds One Still Higher--N- College
Widow," secretly was married
Robert M. Catts yesterday and anervy
Photographers to
nounced that she had
the stage.
Ascend to Top on Ladders TRUANT SCHOOLS quit
COST MOST.
auditor of the board
and Photograph Roofs of of H. R. M. Cook,
education, has worked out the. relaLesser Buildings Which tive cost to the city of the various
Few Years Ago Were branches of the public schoolthesystem.
most
He finds the truant, schools
Considered Skyscrapers-Ite- ms exiiensive and the evening high and
schools next. Elementary day
of Interest From Big trade
schools cost :;.,"77 cents an hour,
whereas high schools cost three times
City.
as much, !).27fi cents. Truant schools
ccst 10. (ITS cents; night trade schools
(Our New York Letter.
12.701 cents, and the training schools
New York, N. Y., July U
The SinThe totai cost of instruction
1i.!("i.
ger building was regarded recently as was ascertained to be $2:1.1 l2.S!!l.::t'.
the last height in architecture, but it and of
supplies and books $1,273,:1SI.22
is dwarted by the Wool worth buildbringing the total cost, up to $24,417,-- I
is
which
l:!S feet, loftier.
When 7N0.rii.
ing,
,v:u get up in the air CI 2 feet, LIS SAVED DROWNING BOY
feet more means a very large addi-- l
WITH KICK,
ion.
Johnny Williams. 10 years old. of
To celebrate a victory
a Rliodian New Rochelle, saved Jacob Simonsky
sculptor created a statue which the It! years old, from drowning by kiek-jinit!cicnt called the Colossus of Kliodes.
the struggling boy in the abdomen
It represented the Rhodian sun god, to make turn
keep ipnet.
Helios, was a little more than lii" feel BOY KILLED PLAYMATE
WITH FIST.j
high and was considered one of the
William Polansky, 1.1 years old. was'
seven wonders of the world.
Place seven of such statues one on llinost instantly killed by a single
top of the other, and the head of the blow from the fist of another
boy in a quarrel over a baseball
topmost one would be fifteen feet lower than the Woolworth building which game.
will be a wonder for ten days or un- FIND BODY OF
BANKER IN HUDSON.'
til some one puts up a taller struc-- t
The police here are investigating tou re.
From the top of the Woolworth day the death of Max Hillert, a Brookwhose body was found
lyn
building the City Hall, thai tine exam-p'- late banker,
yesterday in the Hudson river.:
of architecture, looks like a toy
Relatives believe that. Mr. Hillert was
house with which a very voting child
murdered and his body thrown into
plays; the City Hall fountain looks the water. No money was found in
like a Hi tie girl's teacup ; the
the pockets. He had been missing for
across Broadway seems as big. almost a week.
or little, as the smallest Swtss chalet,
and a man, however important he is,
looks like a very sum' ant.
EAT
Two nervy photographers took pictures from the
of
the
story
building.
They climbed the last S
stories on ladders, which were not
IE
tended or guarded in any way, and
L
were none too steady.
The floor of
the top story is at the moment composed of boards laid on girders, but
not fastened.
Any man treading that French Chef in Chicago Who
floor must follow the "L"
adOpens Hotfl Kitchen Gives
vice. "Watch your step."
To take
Some Pointers on High
the pictures. Photographer
Payne
sat on the door ami held fast to
Cost of Living.
Photographer Palnmbo, while he photographed roofs of houses hundreds of
Chicago, July It. The high cost of
feet below.
"The city hall from that height is living, particularly the high cost of
as flat as a flounder," said Palnmbo beef, was explained by M. Charles
Parisian chef, who opened
"I'll think twice before
afterwords.
kitchens of the. Hotel Plaza in
I climb
as high again.
First I felt the
New York and the Hotel La Salle in
that I wanted to jump over.
Then
'
He said:
Chicago.
I feared
my hat would go and jammed
"The American
housewife is too
it down.
After that it semed as
her selections of .beef
about
finicky
limit'
ti"! inevitable was the down- cuts."
Then the chef in a booklet
fall i.i' my camera.
But none of these tells of the delicious dishes that can be
th in; a happened."
made from the shinbone, palate and
When completed the building will brains of the beef. He
says the houseweight about one fourth million tons. wife will find the dishes made from
Tenants are to be admitted into it those
cheaper parts of a beef much
about the last of October, tlio.igh it is more
nourishing th.::i high priced
not expected that the building will be steaks.
ecmp'eted much before February.
"If the average housewife." he said,
Mr. Woolworth expects the rent roll "who believes nothing except porter-houseto amount to about two and one half
good enough for her and her
million dollars annually.
When com- family will look at the bill of fare of
structure will the
French restaurants in
pleted the monster
have cost approximately 13
million Chicago, she will find that at least a
dollars for land,
million dollars, doen dishes costing from fifty cents
for foundation digging, l million dol- to $2 an order and bearing strange
8 million French
names, are made from the
lars, and for construction
dollars.
Work was begun November cheapest cuts of the beef."
1, 1910.
It stands on a 200- - foot plot,
An increasing number of people re;r. Broadway,
Barclay street and
Park Place, directly
the port regularly of the satisfactory reopposite
Caissons were sent down sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
postoiffice.
!15 feet before solid rock was found. and commend their healing and curaThe foundations are sixty-sipiers tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
of reinforced concreto.
ja eareiutiy prepared medicine, guar
Cass Gilbert is the architect. About anteed to contain no harmful or habit forming drugs. They can have only
8 million dollars of the money required was obtained in France, so that a beneficial effect when used for kidthe French people may claim an inter- ney and bladder troubles, for back- j
est in the world's two tallest budd- ache, rheumatism, weak back or lumbago. So'd by all druggists.
ings the Eiffel tower and the
building.
More than $45,11(10 worth of glass FAMOUS YALE CHOPHOUSE
CLOSES ITS DOORS.
will be required to till in the windows
to about two thousand offices.
The
Famous in Song and
daily population of the building will Mory's Place,
Story, Has Closed Its Doors and
be about, ten thousand.
Future Generations Will Know it
The man for whom the building is
Only by Tradition.
being erected is F. W. Woolworth who
was born poor in W'atertown, N. Y.;
New Haven, Ct., July 11 "Mory s'
started a 5 and 10 cent store iu the a
chop house and students' meeting
middle '70's and spread his venture
place, famous in Yale song and story,
until the
over the country
at hist has closed its doors and the litbuilding.
tle old frame building at the corner
A
NICKEL.
SEA TRIP FOR
of Temple and Center streets will be
As the result of an arrangement
torn down at once to make room for
made by the city department of docks a business block.
in
and ferries, tenement dwellers
Yale men have met at "Mory's" for
downtown New York will be able to more than half a
century and the place 19
fourteen-milsea trip 011 anj has
take a
to be almost a part of the
grown
hot summer day at a cost of only five
Louis hinder, who has been
cents a passenger.
Five times each college,
years,
proprietor the last fourteen
newest
one
and
of
the
biggest
day
hopes to be able to reproduce the
boats
make
the
will
municipal ferry
building in another section of the
trip, carrying hundreds of indigent city.
mothers and their children. The trip
At "Mory's" gathered many students
requires about an hour and a half.
who since have become widely known,
FULL SKIRTS BRING SMILES TO
notably President Taft. The old build
MERCHANTS.
is full of relics of priceless value
of the ing
John C. Eames,
to Yale men.
United Dry Goods Company, the Associated Merchants Company and the H.
It. Claflin Company, breathed a long
sigh of relief yesterday.
"It's almost too good to be true,"
li interested and should know
he said, trying to smile decorously.
DDQtit the vondcrfui
"Fashion has finished with the hobble
winning opray
UiWXM'i
and sheath skirts, and the fashion?
of the coming season have decreed
eleaotes Instantly.
yards more material in the garments, Ask your drueiri'tfor it.
and that will mean millions of dollars If he ennnot supply thi
MArtVEI.. accept ro other
to the merchants. Costumes were
but send stamp for illustrated
sealed. It gives full particu
to the elemental, just as they book
lar anddlrections invaluable to ladies.
were eighteen years ago when the bi MARVa Ctf., 44EM1234 Strtet.sUw UtkZ

SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte
Boise, Salt Lake City

g

WHAT THE OTHER FELLOW HAS TO SAY

j

G. O. P.s new meaning:
Good bye, kee Sentinel.
Old Party. New York World.
It is unfortunate that a good many
It is a wise Republican who knows readers don't seem to

know whether
Armageddon is an Alaskan post office
or a Pullman cat
Cleveland
Plain
Dealer.

Columbia State.

Maybe the Colonel will be just para
doxical enough to win a losing fight.
Chicago Daily News.

.1.
Pierpont
Morgan paid
ln,in
st week for John Bunyan's copy
No wonder Harry Thaw thinks he is of "Foxe's Book of
He j
Martyrs."
sane enough to be at liberty. Co likely to find this more
cheerful readlumbia State.
ing than the political news during the
next few weeks. Kansas City Star.
The trust that really could dissolve
is the Sugar Trust, and it has too
Woedrow Wilson is the author of
nrjch sand. Xewburg, N. Y. Vnion. several books in which he
expressed
himself on government affairs with
When Tom Piatt made Roosevelt philosophical freedom.
They will be
lie certainly had no searched for choice passages.
Some
conception of what he was starling.
of the great political leaders of this
.News.
Chicago
country beat themselves by a single
letter. St. Louis
A new cancer cure caller mesothorium lias been discovered.
Which
In WHS William R. Hearst refused
would you rather have? Cleveland to support
Bryan because of the hitPlaindealer.
ter's close affiliation with Tammany
Hull and the plutocrats of Wall Street.
The present desperate illness of the In 11)12 Bryan refused
to support
G. O. P. elephant is easily attributable
Clark, Hearst's candidate, because of
to being overfed with peanut politics. his association with the Belmont-RyaKansas City Star.
It was political bunMorgan crowd.
combe four years ago and is the same
What joy a lot of British suffra this year. Tucson Citizen.
gettes would take in being delegates to
national conventions in this country.
Clearly Mr. Bryan overshot his bolt
St. Paul Pioneer Press.
at Baltimore.
He had not intended
t
that the trend of events should take
Of course there will be some objec-- ' the drift
it did. Later along the Demtion to a third party on the ground1 ocratic nominee can
fail to feel
that two is all the country can stand.! the discomfort if nothardly
the embarrassDetroit News.
ment of his dictatorial temper, his aggressive self- - assertion and his erring
In the interest of public morals it;
The quarrel
between
judgment.
is to be hoped that our authorities will
Hryan and Clark will seem but a batnot permit an exhibition of the Chi- tle of love licks
by comparison with
cago fight pictures in the movies.
the break between Wilson and Bryan
Washington Post.
when it arrives, as soon, or late, it is
Neither of
inevitably sure to do.
Not one of this year's presidential! them is a man for team
work, to brook
candidates was born in a log cabin,! opposition,
or take counsel.
But
or used to read when a boy by the! Wilson is much the abler of
the two.
.
light of a pine knot. Whither are we Louisville
drifting? Boston Globe.

...

'

Courier-Journal-

j

A. M Nason, farming near Canaan,
There is at least one thing in Eng-'- . Me., was
with sciatic
land that the suffragettes cannot hope rheumatism badly crippled
due
to uric acid
he
says
tr- wreck.
We refer to the well known in his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pills enIn-British
i

Chicago
CALL FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
$200,000.00 of the bonds of the State
The man on horseback was an im
ct New Mexico to be issued under au- portant personage once, but he has left
thority of an act of the First State his Job since the man on the steam
Legislature of New Mexico entitled roller put in an appearance. Milwau
"An Act providing funds and making
appropriations for the Erst fiscal year
for the expenses of the executive, legislative and judicial departments for
the payment of interest on state indebtedness and sinking fund requirements thereof, to defray the expenses
of the educational, state and charitable institutions and hospitals and all
other expenses required by existing
laws of the State of New Mexico and
making appropriations for deficiencies in revenues of former fiscal
years which deficiencies were incurred by the requirements of existing

1

tirely cured me and also removed numerous black specks that were continually before my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective for the various forms of
Sold by all druggists.
rheumatism.

CHEON

Quick Detachable
Clincher

laws.''

Approved .Tune 13, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
the first day of July, 1912, and absolutely due and payable five years after their date, interest payable semiannually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said period to be evidenced by coupons attached to the said bonds, interest payable on the first days of September
and March, both principal and interest
at the office of the State
payable
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
said bonds to be redeemable . one- fifth each year, In serial number com
mencing with numoer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the
first of July, 1913.
The proposals should be addressed
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
be publicly opened on Monday the lath
day of July, 1912, at the hour of
twelve o'clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
Treasurer of (he State of New Mexico.
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ROUND SHAPE

STRONG
RESILIENT

DURABLE
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Easily Fits Any Quick Detachable Rim
No Tools Required

IN STOCK BY
C. W. ALEXANDER,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

MEN ARRESTED
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HOLLENBECK HOTEL
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LOS ANGELES
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS

rates

--

$1.00 and $1.50 per day.

With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00

1

i

d

first-clas- s

2

1

Wool-wort-

Wool-wort-

one-fift-

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real es
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of ail possible buyers.

e

j

n

p. m. Evenings.

DR.

of
Berlo ol

-

his own parly.

ADVt.i-T1SE-
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MILES.

j

New Mexico

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

4

years old, nioiifr

PUT

N. M.

Attorney

SWAM
00

d

Attorneys-at-Lav-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ol
the State.

Las Vegas,

S

going to be robbed and gave him a
letter to Superintendent of Police
Downey in Detroit.
TRIO ARRESTED.
Sarka arrived in Detroit on the
Buft'a'o boat
Sunday morning and
met Oblaser at the dock.
He.slip-- I
lied a newsbov 2.1 cents to telephone
for an officer,
police in
en
and
made some eQuse to
Intended Victim Takes Role hang 1I1around
the dock with Oblaser
of Detective and Foils iiniil Motorcycle Patrolman Field
Oblaser was arrested and
Flim-FlaThree arrived.
Plot
Sarka
hen went, with Detectives
Had Planned to Secure Good and Dwycr to search for
Sunday afternoon
partners.
$503 Roll.
Sarka timid Roberts at the Grand
Trunk depot and he was arrested,
Detroit, July n
Taking the role and a short time later Bailey wa3
of detective and causing the arrest
found at the Hotel Brunswick and
or three men who planned to
He admitted, the police
arrested.
him out of $:,im, was the experience
say, to serving two terms in prison
of Geza Sarka, C7 Cayuga street, Buf- for
Oblaser is
picking pockets.
falo, Sunday.
a brother of Gtis Oblaser, now servThe prisoners were registered at ing life sentence in Jackson
prison
Central police station as Ernest.
for robbery while armed with a dan"7 years
Chestnut gerous weapon.
old, 140
street; II. E. Roberts. 2.1 years old.
!2
Chicago: George Bailey,
years
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
old, Waco, Texas.
They are locked
up as suspects and warrants will be Department of the Interior,
asked for them Monday.
U. S. Land Oflice at Santa Fe, N. M.
No less than a half dozen persons
June 10, 1912.
out of money
have
Notice is hereby given that Julian
this summer by three men working Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
the some kind of a game.
Sarka on June S, 1007, made homestead enalleges the three prisoners attempt- try, No. 11.1SS, for lots 7 and 8 and
ed to work him.
Sarka arrived in south half of southeast quarter, secDetroit from Buffalo last Friday and tion f, township 1" north, range
v. hile coming from the
depot he met east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
to make final
a man who asked him where the de- notice of intention
proof, to establish claim to the land
Sarka pointed out the
pot, was.
to the stranger, who invited him above described, before the Register
to go with him.
On the way to the and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at SSnta Fe, New Mexico, on the ldth
depot the stranger met two friends,
day of July, l'.)12.
whom he introduced to Sarka
Claimant names as witnesses:
HOW GAME WAS WORKED.
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
The stranger then invited
Sarka Mexico.
to go to a room and match five cent
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy New
Sarka did so and lost $IS, Mexico.
pieces.
all the money he had.
Then lie won
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
$100, but before the strangers turned Mexico.
the $.1011 over to Sarka they told him
Frutoso Ganegos, of Cerrillos, New
he must, show them that he had $100 Mexico.
in cash in case they had won instead
MANTEL It. OTERO,
0' him. Sarka explained that, he had
Register.
the money in a Buffalo bank, and they
advised him to go to Buffalo and
Summer colds are hard to get rid of,
get it.
They purchased a railroad and frequently lead to asthma, bronticket and gave Sarka $.1 to pay his chitis and hay fever. Do not let your
incidental expenses to go 10 Buffalo, cold get a hold on you, but use Foley's
ir everything was a'l right Sarka Honey and Tar Compound for quick
was instructed to send a telegram to relief. W. II. Allen, Chelsea, Wis.,
H. K. Roberts. Brunswick hotel, De- says:
"Wo prefer Foley's Honey and
troit, and fell him when he would Tar Compound to other cough mediarrive in Detroit with the money.
cines because it. quickly cures coughs
Sarka drew the money out of t)r? and colds. It. will ward off a cold it
Buffalo bank Saturday and sent the Cal., formerly of this city, who has
tit.
as directed,
before taken in time.
Contains no opiates.
telegram
starting for Detroit, his friends ad- Sold by till druggists.
vised him to report, the matter to the
aos
chief of police at Buffalo and he did
New Mexican want
lwa.y
so.
The chief told Sarka he was brings results.

"Mil"

TALLEST

1

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

-

cycle was in vogue."
A
MOTHER

ten children,

17-1-

-
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M.

Gray-haire-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney an Counselor at Law.
rtooms
Capital Oity Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.

Las Cruces,
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E'RE showing these 'days
every style that is cor
rect and everything that is good
in shoes.
WE ARE THE
LEADERS IN

SHOES
FOR
MEN,
WOMEN
AND

h

CHILDREN
Our moderate price
and choice SHOES
have made a host of
friends for us, who fl
will gladly testify to
the satisfaction they
have in buying their
SHOES here.

h

yv

W

e

Every

wVSL

Vfean

I

Men's Oxfords,

A LL THIS WEEK we are

r

going to give every
lady a beautifujUoldHat
Pin, and to the gentlemen a
handsome Watch Fob with
every purchase.

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

Women's Oxfords, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

Where
Quality
Meets
Price

fohn 9flueger

See
Our
Window
Display

f AGE

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA EE, X. 1L

FOUR

INSURGENTS ARE RIFE
AMONG

CORNERS OF THE WORLD

PROHIBS.

SILT LIKE

From Page One.l

(Continued

BE

THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1912.
Corn

July
Oats July
Pork July
Lard July

OUR JUNE WEATHER.

M

The month of June, 1912, was showery and cool. The precipitation averaged almost twice the normal amount
and was the greatest June record since
1903, while the temperature averaged
2.5 degrees below the normal. This is
the same average of June, 1907, and
slightly higher than June, 1903, otherwise the coolest since 1895.
The deficiency in temperature was
general throughout the state, with the
exception of a small area in the lower

CH03EH

MINERS ARE

EIGHT

Ribs

URIED IN SHAFT

731-4-

;

421-4-

;

Sept.
Sept.

6S
351-8-

.

18.15.
10.60.
Sept. 10.60.

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, July 11. Cotton spot
closed quiet.
Middling uplands 12.40.
12.G5.
Sales 595 bales.
Mr. Jones.
gulf
Middling
Gas Explosion in Colliery at
A third candidate will be proposed
CHICAGO GRAIN.
B YOUNG
by sympathizers with the insurgent
Chicago, 111., July 11. Showery, cool
Margondsville, West Vir-ginielement. He is S. V. Loagh, chair
the spring crop country toweather
Will Prove day took inthe
Probably
man of the Indian state prohibition Educators snap out of the buying
Have
Apparently
n.
l lie nisui
s i
All Men Caugh. side of the wheat market. The openRio Grande valley, where a slight ex
For
vuiiuuuiee.
Fatal
Not
Considered Any Other cess occurred. However, the deficien
ported, would look upon Lough, as
ing was the same as last night to
More
One Hundred Expeditions Will Set Forth to a "harmony candidate and throw
down. September started at 1001-- to
None Other Has cy was small in the San Juan valley (By Special
and
TVire to New Mexican)
City
100
to
him
Grande
their
and then declined to 99
a
after
of
Rio
and
the
strength
supporting'
upper
part
Knowlin
Encounter
the Interests of
Moundsville, W. Va., July 11. Eight
Hardships
Calderwood on the first ballot. The
Applied For National Edu. valley, but very large along the east miners
figures were unsettled with
Closing
are believed and three are
net lower at 100
edge and Science Parties Will Go to Four Corners of leaders of both factions planned to rational Eastern Standpat- ern slope of the Sangre de Cristo known tot
September
dead
a
be
by
gas explos- l43-8- .
.
and thence eastward to the Texgo in executive session to conduct the
range
Burnof
Lands
Homes
Eskimo
From
Frozen
to
Many
ter Are Angry Over Defeat as border. It exceeded 7 degrees a ion in the Panama mine of the Ben Corn suffered from lack of adequate
chairmanship fight. Coal Company here today. support.
LINDSEY DECLINES THE JOB.
ing Sands of Deserts, Youthful Adventurers Are EnSeptember opened
and Plan to Form New day inin western Mora and S degreesa Franklin
Two men wrere rescued seriously in11. "I have made
and
Enid,
Union
Okla.,
counties,
to 68
lower at 68
southwestern
July
day
in
Work.
gaged Strangely Fascinating
Branch in East and Bolt Rather warm weather prevailed at jured. A rescue party penetrated sagged to 68
promises to the Progressive party
for
impossible," tele- the beginning of the month, and the the workings and returned with WilThe close was nervous at CS
making acceptance
Present Organization.
the highest liam Hupp and Joe Minalin, miners, September,
to
heat
increased
New York, July 11. Before the end ural history lie is penetrating into ' graphed Judge Ben Lindsey, of Den-- ;
over last night.
rapidly
'
of the month on the 3d. 4th or 5th. A who were so badly burned it is feared
of this summer more than one hundred the unknown section of Upper Korea, ver from Enid today to George L.
Hedging sales against country purLeased Wire to New Mexican) second comparatively warm period oc- they cannot survive.
and
national
at
the
Special
others
Another rescue chasers of new oats pulled down that
imPy
Thompson,
never
from
men.
white
visited
every
by
Though
noteworthy expeditions
at Atlantic! Chicago, 111., July 11 Salt Lake curred from the 13th to the 16th, and party was sent into the mine later in cereal. September started a shade to
portant research center in the United he has been out of college only a few Prohibition convention
N. J., in reply to a telegram CitVj Utah, vvaS the only
off at 35
and
to 35
'States and Europe, financed to the ex- years, Andrews is a famous authority
city mention-- a third from the 25th to the close of the hope that more were alive.
fell to 33
the month. The 4th was generally
tent of several million dollars, will be on whales. Whales are fast becoming which the Colorado man said he re- a- closed
The
had
been
N
Panama
shaft
of
the
convention
and
Provisions dropped on account of
engaged in ferriting out nature's se- extilnct and the United States govern-- ! ce.ved .nqu.ring ; whether he would atGas was so
Education Association when the the warmest day of the month, was for several weeks.
for
crets in the more remote and often- nient is depending very largely on this cent the prohibition nomination
at a distance of three miles lower prices for hogs. Initial sales
board of directors met today to select the ISth the coolest. Light frost
strong
of tnejtnat "tn e
to 7
times barely accessible lands.
easier with
young man for its information, leading president.
rescuers were driven back ranged from 2
the next meeting place. It was said quite general on the morning
for pork; 10.80 for
uiai.iiv.to.
In the very van of the American in- to stringent regulations for their pres-- j
until such time as sufficient air could September 18.42
that unless plans were changed, that lain in me mnei iiortueiu
10.55 for ribs.
The precipitation of the month was be forced into
cursion into the wilds are a dozen or ervation.
'city would be chosen.
the shaft to permit of lard and
in the form of local thunder
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
In many ways the most precarious
mostly
more young college men, still in their
further exploitation.
BIG BEAR
New York members, headed by Miss rhowers.
These prevailed from the
Chicago, 111., July 11. Cattle Re20s, who, in a mingled spirit of adven- venture of all is that undertaken by
Grace C. Strachan, district superin- Ctli to the 12th, and from the 19th to
The Pittsburg station of the Bureau
Market slow to steady.
two
T.
Cornell
J.
3,500.
men,
Lloyu
young
ture and love of scientific investigaceipts
Y.
N.
of
of
schools
tendent
Brooklyn,
the 24th, also, in the northeast coun- of Mines was notified by telephone Beeves $3.60 (Ft 9.70; Texas steers $5.30
tion, have undertaken some of the and A. A. Allen, in the very unhealth-fu- l
who was defeated for the presidency ties on the lfith and 17th, and in the and Chief J. W. Paull ordered the resOFF
CAN
sections of the Cauca and Magda-len(57.35; western steers $6.237.75:
most difficult and dangerous tasks of
met today to consider the feasibility Rio Grande
in
and
thence
valley and westward from cue car at Pitcairn, Pa., to proceed stockers and feeders $4.00(56.50; cows
Colombia,
valleys,
be
done.
that
to
remain
exploration
of the
branch
an
of
eastern
forming
the 19th rather continuously until the to Moundsville.
and heifers $2,651(8.00; calves $6.00
In many ways, this is the most re- over the Central and Oriental "CordMiss Strachan declared 29th. A
association.
Reinforced by miners from the Fort 9 23.
large excess in precipitation
markable set of young men in the coun- illera," or mountain range, to the headOF
HONEY
formed
were
a
if
such
branch
that
Market
occurred in the northeast counties, al- Pitt colliery, foremen McCabe, and
Receipts 24,000.
Hogs
try, for rewarded by a meager salary waters of the Amazon, including junlit would be a result of "The Chicago so over the Capitan mountains,
the his party made some progress in en- dull, 5c lower. Light $7.15 7.62
at the best, seeking only to throw gle regions never before explored.
teachers control of the National Asso middle and upper Rio Grande valley,
western $3.75
The lowlands In this region are filldeavoring to reach the entombed men. mixed' $3.255.55;
some light on the puzzling problems
ciation.''
and at a few stations over the plains There is no indication that any of 3.55; yearlings $4.73(56.45; lambs, naof science, frequently of interest only ed with marshes, swarming with odd Likewise He Gives Goebel
She said she couid count upon 14,000 country, while a slight deficiency ob- the men are alive.
to a very few students, they volunteer varieties of animal life and birds and
Accompanying tive $4.50(08.00; western $4.758.00.
Camp Severe Scare Af- teachers in New York as a basis of a tained in a part of the lower Rio foreman McCabe was superintendents
to undergo every hardship known to reptiles, many of them poisonous, ana
branch. It was decided, however, Grande valley, and in southern Grant from other mines nearby. The fan State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
man in drear Arctic wastes or fever also teeming with fever germs.
Eating Much Prized new
not to take action until a later date.
and western Otero counties.
ss.
had not been damaged by the explosinfected, almost suffocating valleys of Though these men literally have to
came to the
Sweets, He Licks His Paws A day almost care-freThe sunshine of the month averaged ion and air soon cleared the main en
Lucas count.
"dope'' themselves with strychnine to
equaterial regions.
to the National somewhat below normal; there were
lot of the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
There is Vladimir Stefanson, for in- counteract the effect of the sun and
tries of gas but it lurked in the rooms
Says Good Night In Bear Educational delegates
Association, today, follow
clear, 13 partly cloudy and 5 cloudy where the imprisoned miners are be--! "s senior partner of the firm of F. J.
stance, a Harvard man, who is some- terrific heat, and with quinine and
Lingo and Beats It While ing the turmoil attendant on jester-- flaVs At Santa Fe SI per cent of the lieved to be. In penetrating one of Cheney & Co., doing business in the
where in the heretofore unexplored other drugs to allay the fevers, they
Several departmental totai possible sunshine occurred and
election.
frozen islands north of Coronation never complain. Before starting they
of Toledo, County and State
Women
and Children day's
were scheduled but there .,t Roswell 77 per cent. Comparative- these McCabe was overcome and was City
meetings
for
discomfort
took
their
contour
grantmerely
northernmost
the
Gulf, along
and that said firm will pay
aforesaid,
unto
almost
the
surface
brought
Shriek and Fido Barks Fer- was no regular meeting of the organi- y njgn relative humidity, for June,
of Canada, without a dollar in his ed, and entered upon their work with
sum
ONE HUNDRED DOLof
the
to
conscious
and
tell
he
unable
what
to be called until 8 o'clock this tained, due, no doubt, to the large
pocket, without supplies save a bit of the same keen pleasure that they
LARS for each and every case of Cahad
found.
ociously.
moisto
amount
,
and
soil
of
evening.
rainfall,
ammunition, pluckily eking out a liv- would feel if embarking on a fishing
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
at
The friends of Miss Grace Strachan, ture, for streams were generally
o!" HALL'S
ing through his own resourcefulness trip.
CATARRH CURE.
who was defeated for the presidency, flood stage at the beginning of the
among Eskimos, in order to complete
Another expedition into an extreme TWENTY TWO RIFLE
FRANK J. CHENEY.
GLOOM
because
DOLL
PUTS
month
and
decreased
their
no
at
made
slowly
his
his
finish
and
concealing
pretense
,
ethnological studies
ly unhealthy climate is that of William
Sworn to before me and subscribed
of- - of general
RACE.
EILL1KIN
OF
OUT
showers.
and
land
the
to
over
their
failure
heavy
anger,
geographic observations.
Warfield, a young Princeton student,
to my presence, this 6th day of DeONLY WEAPON
for their candidate and open talk siderable wind occurred, especially in
Paris, France, July 11. Fancy
Last fall a letter came by devious who is going under the auspices of his
cember, A. D. 1S86.
of revolt continued through the day. western counties and over the plains
poodles, French dolls, Dutch dolls,
ways through the Yukon valley telling university and the American museum,
A. W. GLEASON,
'
(Seal)
V Billikins, Teddy bears and even
for
;
direction
the
country
Public
of some of his experiences, treating into the valleys and mountains of inprevailing
Public
and
Schools
the
Just as the members of the W. H. "The
Notary Public
out
been
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went from there in a body to the Icated'
New Mexican Want Ads tirlnpf
LAL11
at the corner of Monroe and Carlsbad project.
same route, or via A., T. 4 S. F.
'esults every time.
lodge; joined the committee of safeLOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
ty; went in a body to the statehouse
yard, where in the presence of a great men recently started by the Pittsburg
George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
concourse of peop'e, the Declaration Association for the
Improvement of used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
of Independence was read by John the Poor in an old mansion on DuFor further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l Pas"
l
and bladder trouble. He says:
Nixon.
The company declared their quesne way, near Fifth street.
find for my case no other medicine
senger Agt. ts. P. & S. W. System, Ei Paso, Texas, or
huzzas.
three
approbation by
repeated
Fritz
Not only is the Marquis
beneSUMMER
H. A. COOMER,
The king's arms were taken down in Emilie Jose.ih and the rest of it em- equals Foley Kidney Pills for
General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M.
SCHOOL,
the c8urtroo:n, statehouse, at the same ployed as cook at the lodging house, ficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable
trouble
for
medicine
kidney
SBHSHBMHKJBaBsl time. From there some of us went to but in the few weeks he has been
MOUNTAiiNAIR U. U.
and rheumatism.
Contain no narmful
B. Armitage's Tavern,
stayed till 1. there he has earned the reputation of
Sold
all
by
drugs.
druggists.
I went and dined at Paul Fooke's, lay being one of the best
cooks the
CHATAQUA STATE
THE HOTTEST YESTERDAY.
down there after dinner until 5. Then kind that is born and not made.
The
thermometer
the
climbed
to
he and the French engineer went with
up
Marquis Von Brogenstein has made
SUNDAY SCHOOL
me on the commons where the same in America for several years, and be- 87 degree mark yesterday at 3:10 p.
n;. and dropped to 5S forty minutes
was proclaimed a each of the five bat- fore
as
a
profession
taking up cooking
Fine starlight, pleasant he is said to have spent a tidy little later. This was the high mark for the
talions.
summer in Santa Fe. Showers occurwas
There
bonfires, ring- fortune of $300,000.
evening.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
red in the mountains to the east and
ing bells, with other great demonstraEpworth League
southeast late in the afternoon. With
The West Point of th Southwest"
tions of joy upon the unanimity and
In
never
will
You
go
wrong
heat
letting! the suffocating and killing
prevaRanked by United States War DeConvention
agreement of the declaration."
come to the New lent in the east, those enjoying the
"The only thing certain about the your job printing
partment at "Distinguished InstitufaMexican Printing Company. Its
great climate of the ancient city must
tion." Arm) officers detailed by Wai
bell," Jackson conc'udes, "is that it
AUGUST
JULY
in the State. be glad they're here.
was hanging in the statehouse tower oilitles are unequaled
Department.
at the time the Declaration of InThrough Academic course, preparRound
ing young men for college or business
dependence was adopted and signed
Hfo. Great amount of open air work.
SANTA FE, N. M
That it is a relic of the past I will not
Healthiest location of any Military
deny, but that it raised its voice to
Do not sap the springs of life by neglect of the human mechanism,
allowir.fi
Bchool ia the Union. Located in th
There are the accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature'sbymethod of
proclaim liberty is absurd.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
no records to show it, and there are restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of the blood and nervous strength is
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
many diaries of the early days that to take an alterative glycerio extract (without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Over 40 years
would give some inkling were this grape root, Eloodroot, Stone and Mandrake root with Cherrybark.
DATES OF SALE
ago Dr. Pierce gave to the public this remedy, which he called Dr. Pierce's Golden
day, but little rain or snow during tns
myth so widely paraded true."
He
Medical
found
it
in
would
Discovery.
help the blood
taking up the proper ele19th
season.
lo August 2nd, 1912.
July
ments from food, help the liver into activity, 'hereby throwing out the poisons from
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
PITTSBURG POOR
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well as allaving and soothing a cough.
RETURN LIMIT
all graduates from standard eastern
No one ever takes cold unless constipated, or exhausted, and having what we
HAVE FINE COOK.
call
Ten buildings,
5th, 1912, Ten Days.
with
attended
blood
colleges.
is
August
throughly
impoverished
and exhaustion of nerve force. The " Discovery" is an
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Marquis Von Brogenstein Turns Flaptomo which restores tone to the blood, nerves and
Pleasure, Entertainment, InIn all respects.
jacks for Inmates of an Improveheart by imitating Nature's methods of restoring waste
ment Home.
struction and Rest.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
oi tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on rich
red blood.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Pittsburg, July 11. One who is said
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
One and One-fift- h
"I suffered from patn under my rfpht shoulder blade also a very
Fare from
to be a genuine nobleman, none other
severe coujth," writes Mrs. W. Dorn, ot New Brooklnnd, S. C, to Ur.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. " Had four different doctors and none di J
All
in
New
Points
Mexico to
than the Marquis Fritz Emile Joseph
rne any frood. Some said I had connumption, othera said 1 would have
and W. A. FINLEY.
have an operation. I was bedridden, unable to sit up for six months
von
to
of
late
is
Mountair
and
Return.
Brogenstein,
Belgium,
For particulars and Illustrated carand was nothing but a live skeleton. You adviBed me to take .
now engaged In turning flapjacks, bakPierce's Golden Medical Discovery and Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
talogues address:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
When I had taken one bottle of the ' Discovery ' I could sit up for an
ham and turning
beans,
ing
frying
COL. A. W. WTLLSON,
hour at a time, and when I hail tAken three, Vtt! I miM An mw
out all kinds of substantial as well
vwuKiiiHunu wna w uie cniiaren. i iook lourteen DOtues in ail and Wl
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Superintendent
Maa. Doug.
as delicacies, at the lodging house for
hw w sjooa oaauu,
wnigm is now xr poujaca.
I
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AssertPhiladelphian

WANT
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-
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n
LOST Bunch of keys. Finder
'
this yllice. Lost itl,er at post- office or on slrcets.

FOR

rooms furnisher!

e

-

jfor light housekeeping, with balh. Up.
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.

1

Elegantly FurmsnecJ Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank
building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

T

c
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j

.
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SUMMER TOURIST RITES

gray-haire-

e

TO

v

....

All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver

Rio Grande

i

EFFECT

agri-'cultur-

June 1st to September 30th

!

Return Limit, October 31st.

state-hous-

e

Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any
Agent or
F.
W.
Santa Fe.
Shea,

SUMMER
TOURIST
m FARES

$50.35

$85.95
$44.35

,STO-m-

uane.

Jud-SA-

-

;

$69.85
$50.35

ship-Bot-

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

PAI

I

h

1

UInlr

$46.90

$55.90

-

I!

New Mexico Military

Institute

State

-

Trip Fare From

THE SECRET OF LOISG LIFE.

$7.65

D.--

V

.

I

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria'.
,
Write to CHAS. W.
Kansas.
RICKART-Rosedale-

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
plies Typewriters sold, exchanged
") rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites four
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Ex
rhange. Phone 231
OUR CREDENTIAL.
The Scoundrel who colleceted Pupil's fees in advance is a costly advertisement for the Santa Fe Business
All men are not alike, for
College.
we can refer you to pupils in every
state from the Pacific to here.
We
have not been East or North of Colorado, or soiirli of New Mexico. Professor Norton is paid by the English
Institute the owners of the copyright,
lo teach
TEACHERS
the new
A. R. C. shorthand.
He Is under contract to remain in Santa Fe this year
out at the least, probably until half
!t r: ;
op
anway finish all the pupils
he enrolls.
There is ample time to
become dexterously clever before he
leaves this state for the next one,
Texas. Proc rastination creeps in, in'.I
the fear they are going to he swindled again: but this is ignorance, nervousness and an insult to an EnglishHe will refuse to accept anman.
other pupil from one who has his
doubts.
We take weekly payments,
from
Soms
Thomases.
doubting
suitable person will be appointed to
conduct this college, as we never close
a branch once organized by Professor
Norton. Let the 7th and Xth grades
learn shorthand and typewriting during the vacation, that they may take
teachers talk, pass their examinations
much easier, and be able to accept a
situation when they leave the grades
or High school. If they don't they are
apt to drive a wagon, or work in
Such failures find their
a laundry.
It is the one who knows more
level.
that, earns more.
See the printed testimonials from
those in the West of the U. S. A. the
Professor Wood,
past eight years.
recently the superintendent of thv?
High school is now at liberty, and
almost free of his duties from the
Board of Education. All business sub.
jects are taught in the college; ArithSpelling, Puncmetic, Penmanship,
tuation, Grammar, English, Spunish,
Shorthand, Blindfolded Typewriting,
and all other subjects by arrangements.
1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(015975)

Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
Department cf the Interior,
United Stales Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., June 4, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under'
sections 10 and 17 of the act of Marco,
as amended
2, 1 S'. I (20 Stats., .'Sol)
by the act. of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, Xew
SB
SE
Mexico, for the SW
S. 34
S
SE
SW
SE
N.
T. 22 X., R. 1W., SW
XE
N
S
SE 4
XE
SS
NE
XE
W
XE
XW
W
XE
XE
SE
SE
NE
XE
XE
SE
XE
SW
E
NG
XE
SE
XE
XW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad
verse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the survey oi
the township, viz:
Edubigen Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
of
Jara, New Mexico, Hilario Lu- cero. E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex4
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4

2

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

4
4

4

4

Ii

ico.

Any person who desires to protest
UKaiiJol tins

aiiuviiu;e

ui

i'UU)

S"CC1

who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
thould not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence in rebuttal of that sul
mitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin- e

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.

July

3, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Francisco Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
X. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
SW1-4- ,
S
NW
and W
SE
Section 23, Township 21
SW
X Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4

2

2

Register.

Pace eight
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PEOPLE OF ARIZONA
VOTE ON LABOR CLAUSE.

OF

What

is the difference
between
prize fight and our meat shop?

HANDLING

Miners May Be Employed Who Do
Not Speak English.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

'Sri

ia

I

-

Phoenix, Ariz., July 11 According
to a derision rendered today by AsCarpenter,
sistant Attorney Genera
the proposed legislation to prohibit
persons unable to speak English from
engaging in mating or other hazardous
occupations iu this state will go before the vohtr under the initiative
provision of the constitution at 1he
general election next November. This
legislation was provided for in the
Kinney bill which failed of passage at At the prize fight you see rounds of
the recent session of the legislature.
pound, but here you see pounds of
round!
WHERE CASH MAKES YOU THE
GAINER.
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
V. Sparks, manager of the People's
Electric
company, having
Supply
Short Steak, Flank,
t taken the
agency for Tungsten Lamp3
will he able to buy in consignment
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
'ots, the same grade of Tungsten
That's About
lamps heretofore handled at a lower
fimiro and will se'l these lanins for
The Way They Rank !
cash at the following reduction:
The Mere Mention
23 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
So cents, new price fiO cents.
Of The Above Choice Cuts
40 watt Tungsten Uimp, old
price
$1.00, new price, 7." cents.
Should Bring
GO watt
Tungsten Lamp, old price,
$1.25, new price $1.00.
Post-Haste100 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
!
$1.S5, new price $1.H5.
150 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price
How GoodThey'll Taste!
$2.50, new price $2.00.
250 watt Tungsten Lamp, old price,
new price $3.00.
$.'1.25,
The profit on these lamps at the
above figure, is quite small, but the
people will be the gainers if they buy
Phone 92.
When lamps are bought
for cash.
on credit he old prices will prevail.
These Tungsten Iximps use on-.third as much current, by actual test,
m
on
as the old style carbon lamp.
In
s I
can
dollar
one
other words for
you
have three times as much light with
the Tungsten Lamp as you can have
for the same price with the old style
1 carbon
light.
.
:
I

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

You Here

Tap

Here

!

Plaza Market

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

Co,

'

BOY SCOUT
ME NT.

EQUIP- -

from

move-jmen-

j

tured commodities which have been
placed on sale under the guise of "Boy
to reap
Scout equipment" merely
profit therefrom. While it is unnecesa
sary for any Scout to purchase
article of equipment official
single
mai.
or otnervise it is reeegmzeu
there are certain things which wil'i
be commonly desired by many. Com- mencing, therefore, with the badges,
the executive committee of the na
tional council have adopted upon the
recommendation of the committee on
a
Scout Supplies and Kquipuient,
number of articles which are pronounced standard for the use of the
Boy Scouts of America who wish to
These supplies are
purchase them.
marked 'with the seal- and motto of
this organization, which is protected
In every case
by TJ. S. Patent laws.
the quality is guaranteed as fully as
is warranted by the price of the commodity.
In these days of high cost of living,
medicine that gets a man up out of
bed and able to work in a few days is
a valuable and welcome remedy. John
Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal.. had kidney
and bladder trouble, was confined to
Pis bed. unable to turn without help.
"1 commenced
using Fo'ey Kidney
Pills and can truly say I was relieved
His example is worth folat. once."
lowing. Sold by all druggists.
a

THE JEWELER.
I1EADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YCUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rr.n without
. oil or cleaning tanger than
any other piece of machinery but it needs boi'a occasion-

ti-c-

E

m

asm

ra

ft jr

sr&

a

rr"

whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
until
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment

beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one

satin brass.

There are three

size, in white and vernis martin

finish.

"Time Pieces That Are

y.

enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at

In

Reliable."

1eh

m

they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

ally.
(
If you will consider that the rim of
tfie balance wheel trr.vcli over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a fpeck of oil a.--:l a cleaning
a year.
Jt will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch,
Leave your watch wi;h u.i

FOR

THURbuAY, JULY

M.

Santa Fe Hardware. & Supply Co.

miffs me

In

,

r1
H

Ms

20.00

& MARX

'

t.

22.50

17.50

ing Some Plan Whereby

!

I

i

1
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AMERICANS ADD TO RECORD,
Stockholm, July 11. American ath- letes added further points to their
score in the Olympic game by winn- ing the final of the 200 meters flat.
race and also securing second place
in that event.
Ralph C. Craig, De-troit, was the nrst man home, and
Donald
of
Lippincott,
University
his
Pennslyvania, followed close at
heels.
In the weight putting, in which the
distance attained with both right and
U ft hand are
added, a further victory
for the United States was won by
Ralph Rose of the Olympic, who got
first place and Patrick J. McDonald,
I A. A. C, who was second.
Other nations came rather unexpec- tally to the fore in these two events.
England scoring a point in the 200
meters flat, race, when W. R. Apple-- !
garth obtained first place
and Finland improving its
the list of winners when
or" got third
place in the weight putting.
SUMMARIES.
10,000 meters walk, final:
George Goulding, Ontario, first.
E. J. Wedd, England, second.
P. Altimani, Italy, third.
A. Rasmussen, Denmark, fourth.
200 meters. Hat race, final:
Ralph C. Craig, Detroit Y. M. C. A.,
first.
Donald P. Lippincott, University of
Pennsylvania, second.
third.
W. R. Applegarth, England,
seconds.
Time 21
Putting the weight, right and left
hand, final:
Ralph Rose. Olympic A. C, first.
Patrick McDonald, I. A. A. C, sec

j
j
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Tomorrow, Friday,

M,

AT COURT HOUSE,

l

ii it

I

j
j
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j
j
j

RATIFICATION MEETING

j

;
j

Under the Auspices of Santa Fe County
Democratic Club.
Gov. McDonald, Sec. of Slate Antonio Lucero
and Jas. W. Norment will speak.

IS INVITED!

EVERYBODY

f"

m.

JUm

WW

Ed

AT THE CLARENDON
Located

One Block

$af
S9

fi
GARDEN

East from Old San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.
Down Town Stand in

Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

FINEST OF

MS

$30.00 for $22.50 Green Tag Price
ii
it
25.00 it 18.50 it
it
ti
20.00 it 13 00 ii
18.00
15.00
12.50

15.00

Special Prices on Many
Other Goods. Come and
look them over.

Taft Forces Are Now Seek

DRESSES

i

20.00

fail-

ed at that jump.

REPUBLICAN STAND-PATPREPARE FOR CAMPAIGN
They Can Run Campaign
Now
to
Wire
Lensed
Mexican;
(By Special
In That State With Any
Washington, D. C July 11. When
of Success.
Chance
Year.
of the Republican
the
national committee meets in New
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) York in July to complete the organization plan, it will make up a plan to
Des Moines, la., July 11 Several
S
Standing of the various na- s
divide the United States into four
i political
conferences were held earl.
tions at the opening of the clay's
with an experienced leader in today at which the action of the Re- program at Olympic games, ac-of each.
publican state convention yesterday
cording to the official announce- - v charge
t or the east imam names Jr., of tpat resulted in a victory for Ttaeo- ment, was as follows:
anc!
Xew York, is under consideration and aol.e Roosevelt was discussed
United States "2.
for the central states, with Chicago plans lai(j by both progressives
anu
Sweden 56.
as headquarters, John T. Adams, of standpatters for a campaign in low
Great Britain 47.
Iowa, Charles B. Warren of Michigan. j behalf of President Taft and Col
Germany 23.
or Thomas Xiedringhaus, of Missouri. ,onel Roosevelt.
France 19.
determined that
It is practically
was
At. a Progressive meeting it
Finland 1.9.
Ralph E. Williams, of Oregon, will! decided to hold a state convention
Souht Africa 11.
Chair-look after the Pacific coast.
here July 24 and name delegates from
Denmark 11.
man Hilles believes that the chances:
to the Roosevelt convention in
Norway 10.
are excellent for carrying four soutii- - Chicago August 5.
ieu-- j
Italy 5.
ern states .Missouri, Kenuic-KjA Taft campaign in Iowa, it was de
Hungary 4
nessee, and Maryland, and a naru
cided at a meeting of standpatters will
Bohemia 4.
fight will be made there, with Senawith the
tor Newell Sanders of Tennessee in be carried on in
Russia 3.
and national committees.
state
3.
Austria
charge.
Considerable attention is being givGreece
Subsofte for the Santa Fe New
en to the selection of the advisory
Canada 3.
Had-lethe paper 'hat boosts all
Mexican,
H.
Herbert
Governor
committee.
2.
Holland
uptime and works for the
of
the
as
selected
be
of
may
Missouri,
Australia 2.
?. member.
building cf our new State.
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and Mark S. Wright, Dartmouth

Athletes Fror United States
Lead AH Nations of
World In Olynpic Con
tests at Stockholm Ihis

RGtr

LADIES' SILK DRESSES

for $25.00 Green Tag Price

25.00

oi

timeters.
Frank T. Xelson, Yale University,

July 3th to 1 3 t!i

MEN'S CLOT!":UNO
$30.00

ROOSEVELT WINS

Finland, third.
Pole vault, final:
Harry S. Babcock, Co'umbia University, first, with three meters 9 cenE. Niklander,

FIRST PLAGE

in to ioth

it mm
SUITS

11, 1912.

ond.

1

We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enouc,h to hurt them as to service. The
12

J

the desire to secure
uniformity, the foremost principle,
governing fhe selection of Scout equipment." says Frederick X. Cooke, Jr.,
Office Secretary of the Boy Scouts of
America, "is the necessity of protect-- i
ing the Boy Scouts of America from
inferior articles offered for sale by
I'nscrupulous dealers. The trenienu-- !
t
ous popularity of the Boy Scout
has called forth many manufac-- !
"Aside

Sf

Proletariat Will Say Whether or Not

Quality Groceries

A

FE KEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.

DTHE SA3TT

ii
it

11.50

ii

ii

ii

9.50
7.75

ii

ii

ti

ii

ii

tt

Special Prices on Bouse Dresses.
Copjrrijht Hart Scbauacr & Mux

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

Is Your Chance to Buy.

NATHAN

Now
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